and led to the development of the stability lobes theory. Since then several improved modeling and analysis techniques have appeared including detailed analysis of the governing time-periodic delay-differential equation and time domain simulations, see, for example (Bayly et al., 2003; Merdol and Altintas, 2004; Paris et al., 2004; Insperger et al., 2008) .
These techniques are used to construct the so-called stability lobe diagrams that help in selecting the spindle speeds and the axial depths of cut associated with a chatter free machining. These stability diagrams present the stability boundaries that separate stable machining from chatter.
Usually, below the stability boundaries, the process is stable, i.e., any disturbance is settles.
Above the stability boundaries, the process is unstable, i.e., any disturbance tend to increase and chatter develops. Close to the stability boundaries, the rate of change of the vibration amplitudes is small (i.e., the exponential time constant is large), consequently, the identification of stable machining or chatter might be not so clear as for parameter points far from the stability boundaries. For instance, in case of a machining operation with parameters just slightly above the stability boundaries, the operation may be terminated before chatter fully develops (Seguy et al., 2010) . In many practical cases, the choice of the optimal speed is difficult because many coupled parameters interact non-linearly in a production setting .
The main source of chatter vibrations is a subtle shift between the vibrations of the workpiece (or tool) and the tooth passing frequency. This phase shift leads to a chatter frequency slightly lower or higher than a multiple of the tooth passing frequency. In the particular case of "period doubling chatter", there is a perfect synchronism between the half tooth passing frequency and the chatter frequency.
One possible way to suppress chatter is the application of variable tool pitches (Altintas et al., 1999; Budak, 2003) . Another technique to reduce chatter vibrations is the continuous spindle 4 speed variation. Both techniques are based on the disturbance of the regenerative effect by creating varying tooth passing periods. Compared to variable pitch cutters, spindle speed variation can effectively be used in a wider spindle speed range, since the frequency and the amplitude of the speed variation can easily be adjusted in CNC machines even during the machining process. The idea of spindle speed variation became a focus of interest in the 1970's. Takemura et al. (1974) presented the first simple model to study the stability of variable speed machining; they predicted a significant shift of the stability lobes to higher depth of cuts, but the experimental tests showed only small improvements. Sexton et al. (1977) developed a more realistic model, and they found some improvements in the stability properties for low spindle speeds. Moreover, they showed that the presence of transient vibrations may drastically reduce these gains (Sexton and Stone, 1980) . The study of the stability for variable speed machining requires a special mathematical analysis to compute stability lobes. Tsao et al. (1993) have developed a model taking the angular coordinates as variables instead of time. Insperger and Stépán (2004) showed that the semidiscretization method can effectively be used for the stability analysis of turning at variable speed. They showed that the critical depths of cut can be increased for low speeds, but for the high-speed domain, no improvement was found. Experimental results were presented by Al- (Sexton and Stone, 1980; Al-Regib et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2009 ).
The modeling of variable spindle speed milling is more complex than that of turning, since the speed variation frequency and the tooth passing frequency interact and the resulting system is typically quasi-periodic. Still, there are mathematical techniques to determine approximate dynamic properties. Sastry et al. (2002) used Fourier expansion and applied the Floquet theory to derive stability lobe diagrams for face milling. They obtained some improvements for low spindle speeds. Recently, Zatarain et al. (2008) presented a general method in the frequency domain to the problem, and showed that varying spindle speed can effectively be used for chatter suppression. Another approach is to use time domain simulation (Altintas and Chan, 1992; Bediaga et al., 2006 ) that makes it possible to obtain more detailed information like the amplitude of vibrations, the chip thickness or the cutting forces. Simulations were sometimes made at high speed (Bediaga et al., 2006) , but to the best knowledge of the authors, experimental validations were only made at low spindle speed (Lin et al., 1990; Altintas and Chan, 1992; Zatarain et al., 2008) .
In this paper, the stability of variable speed milling is analyzed in the high-speed domain, for spindle speeds corresponding to the first flip (period doubling) lobe. Theoretical stability predictions are obtained using the semi-discretization method based on Insperger et al. (2008) , and the results are confirmed by experiments. The structure of the paper is as follows. First the model of the process is presented. Then triangular and sinusoidal spindle speed modulations are compared, and the selection of the optimal amplitude and frequency is presented. Experimental verifications are provided with detailed analysis of the machined surface. Finally, the paper is concluded. In the literature, mostly sinusoidal, triangular or square-wave modulations are considered (Lin et al., 1990) . Here, the sinusoidal and the triangular variations shown in Figure 1 are compared and analyzed. We assume that the spindle speed variation is periodic at period Tv with a mean value N0 and an amplitude Na, that is,
is the shape function. For a triangular modulation the shape function is defined as:
Here, mod(t,Tv) denotes the modulo function. For a sinusoidal modulation   S t is defined as:
In order to normalize amplitude and frequency variation, the parameters RVA and RVF are introduced:
0 0 60 60
RVA represents the ratio of the amplitude Na and the mean value N0, it is always less than 1. In order to have reasonable cutting conditions, its value was limited at 0.3. This represents a variation of 30% in the spindle speed and a variation of 30% in the feed by tooth at the same time due to the constant feed velocity. RVF is the ratio of the variation frequency fv and the average spindle frequency N0.
For given spindle speed acceleration, different shape functions result in different maximum amplitude. Figure 1 presents sinusoidal and triangular speed modulations for a fixed maximal spindle acceleration. It can be seen that the triangular modulation provides larger amplitude than the sinusoidal one for a given maximal spindle acceleration.
Mechanical model
A schematic diagram of the milling process is shown in Figure 2 . The structure is assumed to be flexible in the x direction that is perpendicular to the feed.
The governing equation for the single degree of freedom oscillator model is:
where m is the modal mass, c is the damping, k is the stiffness and ( ) x F t is the x component of the cutting force. According to the linear cutting law (Insperger et al., 2003) , the x component of the force is given by:
where Ap is the axial depth of cut, j  is the angular position of the jth cutting edge and KT and KR are the specific tangential and radial cutting coefficients. The chip thickness is expressed by:
where, fz is the feed per tooth, ( ) x t is the current position of the tool and ( g t is a screen function, it is equal to 1 when the tooth j is cutting, otherwise it is equal to 0:
where st  and ex  is the start and exit angles of the tooth j.
Stability analysis
Stability of the milling process with variable spindle speed can be estimated theoretically via the analysis of the governing Equations (5), (6) and (7). These equations imply the delaydifferential equation in the form:
where
If the modulation period Tv is rationally related to the mean time delay 0 = 60/(zN0), i.e., pTv=q0 with p and q being relative primes, then the system is purely periodic at period
T=pTv=q0. For this case, the Floquet theory of delayed systems can be applied with the principal period T. However, if Tv/0 is not a rational number, then the system is quasi-periodic, and the Floquet theory does not apply. A triangular shape variation with p=4 and q=15 is shown in Figure   3 . For this example, the amplitude variation is 20% and the RVF=0.8. The evolution of the function H(t) is also presented. The principal period is T=4Tv=150, i.e., 15 tooth passes spaced with variable delays (t) occur during the period of four speed modulations period.
In the current analysis, parameters are selected so that Tv and 0 are rationally related and the Floquet theory can be applied. This assumption may seem restrictive, since these two parameters are in general not rationally related, and the system is therefore quasi-periodic. Still, this assumption will be used in the analysis. The explanation is that for any pair of Tv and 0, one can
give a rationally related pair v T  and 0
 with p and q being integers) that are close enough to the original pair Tv and 0. From practical point of view, it is reasonable to assume that the behaviour of the two systems are similar, although the mathematical theorems for the stability analysis of the quasi-periodic systems are more difficult than they are for the periodic system with v T  and 0  . According to the Floquet theory, the stability of a time-periodic system is determined by the eigenvalues of the associated monodromy operator. If all the eigenvalues are in modulus less than 1, then the system is asymptotically stable. In general, this operator is infinite dimensional with infinitely many eigenvalues, but it can be approximated by finite dimensional matrices. Here, we apply the semi-discretization according to Insperger et al. (2008) to derive stability properties. This method was previously validated by time domain simulations for milling processes by Seguy (2008) .
SELECTION OF OPTIMAL PARAMETERS

Optimal area
Stability lobes can be constructed numerically by scanning the cutting conditions (spindle speed and axial depth of cut) for a couple of (RVA, RVF) parameters. Figure 4 presents the lobes for constant, triangular and sinusoidal spindle speeds at the region of the first flip and first Hopf lobes. The critical depth of cut can be seen to be increased by speed variation for some ranges of spindle speeds, but for some other ranges, the critical depth of cut is less than that of the constant spindle speed. For example, a cutting process with an axial depth of cut of 1 mm and a spindle speed of 9100 rpm -that is unstable for constant spindle speed -can be stabilized by a speed variation. Globally, the critical depth of cut can essentially be increased in the area of the first flip lobe by spindle speed variation. We did not test all cases to make a complete generalization, but we have given the various simulations that seem to be quite general.
Comparison of the shape variation
The effectiveness of the spindle speed variation is tested on the flip lobe area (N0 = 9100 rpm) with a triangular and sinusoidal shape variation. Figure 5 shows a contour plot presenting the maximal depth of cut available without chatter for the amplitude (vertical axis) and frequency (horizontal axis) with an average spindle speed of 9100 rpm. At constant speed, the maximal depth of cut is 0.5 mm. It can be seen that the triangular shape always increases the critical depth of cut Ap for any RVA and RVF values. For some domains, even Ap = 2.4 mm can be achieved that corresponds to 380% improvements. As mentioned earlier, the choice of the frequency and the amplitude variation is limited by the spindle dynamics. We measured that within the range of variation (0-4 Hz), the maximum measured acceleration of the spindle is 100 rev/s 2 , i.e., 6000 rpm/s. Considering the limits of the dynamic spindle for the triangular shape, the optimal choice is to use low frequency modulation with high amplitude. Such a point is denoted by point C.
A similar plot is determined for a sinusoidal shape in Figure 6 . Like the triangular shape, the sinusoidal shape always increases the critical depth of cut. For some areas, an improvement of 500% can be achieved (Ap = 3 mm). This simulations show that, for the same frequency and amplitude parameters, the sinusoidal shape is more effective than the triangular shape. However, considering the spindle acceleration, then the sinusoidal shape would give only a maximum improvement of 300% (compare the spindle limits in Figures 5 and 6 ). Thus, for the machinist, a triangular speed modulation would be more effective.
It can be seen that the dependence of the maximum depth of cut on the modulation frequency is not so strong as on the modulation amplitude. Application of a large RVF coupled with a low RVA does not provide any improvement in the depth of cut at all. In order to explore more precisely the potential of spindle speed variation, a similar diagram was determined for large modulation frequencies with a triangular shape (see Figure 7) . The frequency variation was increased up to the mean tooth passing frequency 1/0. For RVF = 1, the spindle makes one complete variation period during a single tooth pass. In fact this case corresponds to a very fast variation and is not relevant for practical applications. Figure 7 shows that the improvements in the high frequency domain are low. It can be seen that for lower frequencies there are domains bounded by the specific lines in the form RVA = k × RVF, where the depth of cut significantly increases and reaches 2.5-3.5 mm (that corresponds to 400-600% improvements). However, for the higher frequencies the maximum depth of cut remains around 0.5 mm, except for some punctual areas, where, again, large depths of cut (about 2.5-3.5 mm) can be achieved. Overall, it can be stated that it is not effective working in the high frequency domains, since the resulting gains are modest compared to the constant spindle speed case.
Based on the above numerical studies, it can be concluded that the triangular modulation allows -for a given spindle dynamics -the maximal gain for the machinist. For this reason, only triangular shaped modulation experiments will be shown here. In Figure 5 , it was shown that the critical depth of cut can essentially be increased around the first flip lobe. Furthermore, the improvements were found to depend mostly on the amplitude of the speed variation, and dependence on frequency was modest, even for the high frequency range.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The cutting tests were conducted on a 3 axis high-speed milling center (Huron, KX10). The tool was an inserted mill with three teeth, 25 mm diameter without helix angle. The average feed per tooth was 0.1 mm/tooth. The spindle speed modulation was controlled by a sub-program using a synchronous function (Siemens 840D). According to manufacturers, spindle speed variation has no negative effect on the spindle's and the controller's lifetime.
A removable part in aluminium alloy (2017A) was machined with a radial depth of cut (Ae) of 2 mm. For such a small radial immersion, the number of cutting teeth engaged to the workpiece is changing between 0 and 1. Figure 8 shows the experimental set-up. The workpiece was fixed to a flexure that was compliant in the x direction in order to assure the single degree of freedom system. The tool was considered to be rigid compared to the flexure. The vibrations of the part were measured by a laser velocimeter (Ometron, VH300+). Filtering was achieved with a high pass filter, Butterworth 14 order type, with a 50 Hz cutoff frequency. This numerical filtering was followed by a numerical integration with the ode45 solver (Simulink ®). The measurement of the static displacements is not possible using a velocimeter signal, especially for machining conditions where laser beam may be crossed by particles. This filtering is coherent with the chatter phenomenon studied, mainly over 100 Hz. A 3D profilometer (Optical Profil, WYKO NT 1100) was used to measure the surface roughness.
The dynamic parameters of the system were obtained by hammer impact test. The cutting force coefficients were determined according to Seguy et al., 2008 . The dynamic parameters and the cutting force coefficients are summarized in Table 1 .
Constant spindle speed test
In order to verify the model, a series of tests at a constant speed has been conducted. The experimental results have been superimposed onto a plot of the theoretical stability predictions in checked by some focused tests, while, the area of period doubling chatter at the 1st flip lobe was explored using a finer resolution of the spindle speed.
High frequency spindle speed variation
Cutting tests were conducted at spindle speed of 9100 rpm with RVA = 0.005, RVF = 0.15 (fv = 22.75 Hz) and a depth of cut of 1 mm. In this range of variation (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) , the maximum acceleration of the spindle was measured: 70 rev/s 2 , i.e., 4200 rpm/s. The results are presented in Figure 10 . Test (A) refers to the variable speed machining (see point A in Figure 7 and Figure 9 ), test (B) to the constant spindle speed machining (note that these cutting parameters are in the first flip lobe, see point B in Figure 4 ). It can be seen that both cutting tests are unstable in accordance with the theoretical predictions. The envelopes of the measured displacements are approximately 14 the same for both the constant and the varying spindle speeds, and both machining operations have generated similarly poor surface roughness on the workpiece. These cases demonstrate that high frequency of the spindle speed modulation has a minor effect on the performance.
Low frequency spindle speed variation
In this section, cutting tests are presented where the frequency of the speed modulation is low, about 1 Hz. Consider the machining process with spindle speed 9100 rpm and depth of cut 1 mm.
For constant spindle speed, this process is unstable (see Figure 4) . For high frequency spindle speed variation with low amplitude (RVA = 0.005, RVF = 0.15), the chatter still develops, i.e. the system is still unstable. Here, we apply the spindle speed variation according to point C in Figure   5 . The corresponding parameters are RVA = 0.2, RVF = 0.0046875 (fv = 0.71 Hz). Based on the theoretical predictions in Figure 5 , the corresponding critical depth of cut is about 2 mm, thus the machining operation with depth of cut 1 mm is predicted to be stable. Figure 11 The feed per tooth was 0.1 mm for all machining operations. Without vibrations, the three fluted tool would leave a machined profile of pitch 0.3 mm due to the runout (since the profile is generated by the tooth with the maximum radial runout). For the constant speed cutting in Figure 12 , this pitch is 0.6 mm, which refers to the period doubling phenomena, i.e., this mark is left after two complete rotation of the tool. The corresponding surface roughness was 3.7 μm. This phenomenon is clearly presented on the 3D view of the machined surface in Figure 12 .
During the tests with low frequency spindle speed variation, no chatter was observed (see Figure 11 ). In this case, the pitch is 0.3 mm, i.e., the profile was generated during a single rotation of the tool. The surface roughness was reduced to 1.75 μm that corresponds to 50%
improvement. The 3D view in the Figure 11 shows a smoother machined surface, as well.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, variable spindle speed machining, on a single DOF system, was investigated for high-speed milling at the first flip lobes. Based on both numerical simulation and from experiments using specific cutting operation parameters, the following points can be concluded:
(1) The semi-discretization method is an effective and reliable method for the prediction of stability properties for milling operations with spindle speed variation.
(2) Triangular and sinusoidal speed modulations were compared in order to find the optimal technique to suppress chatter. It was found that the sinusoidal shaped modulation is more effective than the triangular one, for the same amplitude and frequency parameters. However, for the same spindle dynamics the triangular shape allows larger modulation amplitude. In fact, the triangular shape allows the maximal gain for the machinist.
(3) Spindle speed variation technique was analyzed for different variation amplitudes and frequencies. It was found that the critical depth of cut increases mainly with the amplitude of the variation, while the frequency of the variation has no significant effect on the dynamic behaviour 16 of the process even in the case of high frequency variation reaches RVF≈1. The amplitude of the speed variation is more important from stability point of view than its frequency.
(4) The stabilization effect of spindle speed variation was confirmed by experiments. Chatter was effectively suppressed by applying low frequency spindle speed variation, while the process was unstable both for constant speed variation and for high frequency spindle speed variation.
(5) The surface roughness of the machined workpiece was improved when the spindle speed variation was applied.
(6) Finally, it should be noted that in practice it might be easier to change the spindle speed to stable parameter domains rather than applying spindle speed variation, which is highly power consuming. However, on a complex part with multiple modes, the structure of the stability diagram is complex and usually unknown for the machinist. Find a stable "window" in the stability lobe diagram is not a trivial task, if it's possible. In these cases, the application of spindle speed variation may be more practical than searching for stable spindle speeds. Furthermore, the spindle speed is often limited by other technological factors. In this context, spindle speed variation is an extra tool in addition to the traditional methods that can be used in the complex optimization of machining processes. The authors would also like to thank Vincent WAGNER for his help on data processing. 
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